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THINGS LOOK PRETTY RELAXED AROUND THE NAVY DESTROYER, THE USS JOHN W. THOMASON, WITH THE ADDITION OF DEEP-SIX GLAMOUR, MIRANDA STYLE. IT'S WILLY AND ELTHE, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS STAR, WHO WAS ON BOARD FOR "DAY OF THE DEEP" PESTIVITIES HELD AT SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA RECENTLY.

JOHN W. THOMASON OF SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA, IS CONVINCED THAT NAVY SEA TNTS HAD BEER - AT LEAST WHEN THERE'S A DESCENDING SHELL ABOARD THE DESTROYER, USS JOHN W. THOMASON. IN REAL LIFE SHE IS AN ELTHE, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS STAR, ON BOARD FOR "DAY OF THE DEEP" PESTIVITIES AT SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA RECENTLY.

ADDING A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR TO THE OILSTOCK BOOK OF THE USS JOHN W. THOMASON FOR ITS COMMANDING OFFICER, COGR. J. M. STUART, USN IS AN ELTHE, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS STAR.
COMMANDER CHARLES BLISMAN, JR., USN, SON OF MR. AND MRS. CHARLES J. BLISMAN, OF COMANCHE, OKLAHOMA, RECEIVED THE DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS FROM CAPTAIN FRANK T. MATTESI, USN, COMMANDER OF THE U. S. N. AVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, AT NATICK, CALIFORNIA DURING RECENT CEREMONIES. COMMANDER BLISMAN, PREVIOUSLY AN INSTRUCTOR IN NAVAL JUSTICE AT THE NAVAL AIRCRAFT REPAIR SQUADRON BASED AT NATICK, RECEIVED THE NAVAL PREGNANT FLYING AWARD FOR OPERATIONS AGAINST THE JAPY IN THE SOKOSH ISLANDS IN 1943 AS COMMANDER OFFICER OF A CAVELLO BLACK CAT SQUADRON.

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER EUGENE L. CUNNINGHAM, USN, SON OF MR. AND MRS. CHARLES C. CUNNINGHAM OF BAKALO, CALIFORNIA, RECEIVED THE PRESIDENTIAL UNIT Citation FOR CAPTAIN FRANK T. MATTESI, USN, COMMANDER OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, AT NATICK, CALIFORNIA DURING RECENT CEREMONIES. LIEUTENANT CUNNINGHAM WAS AN OFFICER OF THE NAVAL AIRCRAFT REPAIR SQUADRON BASED AT NATICK AND WAS AWARDED THE PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION FOR SERVICE DURING WORLD WAR II IN THE BATTLE OF THE NAVAL AIRCRAFT REPAIR SQUADRON BASED AT NATICK, CALIFORNIA.
Chief Boatswain's Mate Charles Roberts, 23, of Pioche, Nevada, joins the U.S. Marine Corps in 1945. Others in the photo, left to right, are: Vern Hulbert, 18, of Salt Lake City, Utah; and Jim Hulse, 24, of Pioche, Nevada.

Lieutenant Commander Richard F. Holten, USN, son of Mr. Fred V. Holten, 904 North Stanley Avenue, Hollywood, California, receives two gold stars in lieu of second and third Distinguished Flying Crosses and six gold stars in place of six Air Medals, from Captain Frank E. Martin, USN, commanding officer of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, at Monterey, California, during recent ceremonies. Lieutenant Commander Holten, presently a student at the Navy's newest training school, received the awards for meritorious action as pilot of a dive bomber in the Solomons Islands area from August 1943 to May 1944. Completing 60 combat missions during this period, Holten destroyed or damaged many Japanese installations in spite of enemy aircraft and air opposition.
ENLISTED DONALD BERKELST, UNION OF HOUSEHOLD NEIGHBORS, LEFT TO RIGHT, HENRIK GONER, AVIATION MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST SEASONS OF PACIFIC COAST, WILLIAM CLARK, NAVY OF NAVY AND NAVY, NAVY MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST SEASONS OF MOUNTING A PRATT-. WITNEY ENGINE ON THE HOSE OF AN L-43 AIRCRAFT.
LT. EMANUEL J. PASSANISI, USN, SON OF MR. AND MRS. PETER PASSANISI OF 5102 ST. LOUIS STREET, DETROIT, MICH., RECEIVED TWO GOLD STARS IN LIEU OF TWO AIR MEDALS FROM CAPTAIN FRANK J. BIXBY, USN, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL AT BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, DURING RECENT CEREMONIES. LT. PASSANISI RECEIVED THESE AWARD FOR HIS ASSISTANCE IN DESTROYING DAGING STRIKES ON SHIPPLING AND EMPLACEMENTS NEAR DAOYINHAI AND CHOSUN ISLANDS AS A CO-PILOT OF A PATROL BOMBER IN 1943 AND 1944.


OFFICER STUDENTS OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, ADVANCED TRAINING SCHOOL AT MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA RECEIVED COMBAT AWARDS FROM CAPTAIN FRANK T. MATHES, COMMANDING OFFICER IN CEREMONIES HELD APRIL 7TH 1944. LEFT TO RIGHT: LIEUTENANT COMMANDER RICHARD P. KELLY, USN, OF SALT LAKE CITY, WAS AWARDED TWO GOLD STARS IN LIEU OF SECOND AND THIRD AERIAL MEDALS FOR SUCCESSFULLY DAMAGING OR DESTROYING JAPANESE SHIPPI NG AND INSTALLATIONS IN GUADALCANAL IN 1943 AS A BOMBER PILOT. LIEUTENANT COMMANDER RICHARD P. KELLY, USN, OF SALT LAKE CITY, WAS AWARDED THE DISTINGUIshed FLYING CROSS FOR OUTSTANDING AND MERITORIOUS ACHIEVEMENT AS COMMAND PILOT OF A PRIVATy PATROL BOMBER OPERATING AGAINST JAPANESE SHIPPI NG FROM THE ISLANDS OF ENI, TINAN AND PALEMEN FROM FEBRUARY TO JUNE 1944. LIEUTENANT COMMANDER RICHARD P. KELLY, USN, OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA RECEIVED TWO GOLD STARS IN LIEU OF SECOND AND THIRD DistinguIShed FLYING CROSS AND SIX GOLD STARS IN PLACE OF SIX AERIAL MEDALS FOR MERITORIOUS ACTION AS PILOT OF A BOMBER IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC FROM AUGUST 1943 THREW APRIL 1944. CAPTAIN FRANK T. MATHES, COMMANDER OF THE NAVAL'S HIGHEST OFFICERS ADVANCED TRAINING SCHOOL AT MONTEREY.

Aviation Machinist's Mate 3rd Class PAUL E. DE LOE is awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and three Air Medals by CAPTAIN J. G. ALHUSAN, U.S.N., Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval Auxiliary Air Station Monterey at a recent ceremony. DeLoe, who now resides in Seaside with his wife and two sons, is from Elkhart, Indiana. He was an aerial gunner of a bomber plane in 1943 and 1944 and was commended for his extraordinary achievements in rendering assistance to his pilot in the infliction of heavy damage on enemy airfields in the Pacific area.
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Lt. E. W. Miller, USN, son of Mr. J. E. Miller, Enterprise, Oregon, is shown receiving the Presidential Unit Citation from Captain T. Watkins, USN, Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Bremerton, California. The award was presented at recent ceremonies for service aboard the USS Monitor during the American Civil War. The USS Monitor was especially cited by the President of the United States for outstanding combat performance against the Japanese.
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MR. ALLEN CRIPSIN, MR. WILLIAM O'DONNELL, COMMANDER J. H. FALZER, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE USS CANYON AND MR. TALBERT JOHNSON, SHOWN ABOARD THE USS CANYON.
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A STUDENT OFFICER OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, SOUTHBAY, CALIF., HITS THE BELL when looking through the periscope of the U.S.S. CANYON, A SUBMARINE Assignment to the NAVY SCHOOL FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES.
COMMANDER JOHN M. STUART, USN, OF OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE USS JOHN W. THOMSON POINTS OUT AN ELECTRIC DIAL WHICH CONTROLS TO OFFICER STUDENTS AT THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, JUNIOR LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.

COMMANDER JOHN M. STUART, USN, OF OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE USS JOHN W. THOMSON, GRADUATED FROM THE NAVAL ACADEMY IN 1938. THE DESTROYER THOMSON IS PRESENTLY ASSIGNED TO THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, JUNIOR LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES.

LIEUTENANT (jg) JOHN G. LINQUIST, USN, OF SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA EXPLAINS THE DEEP-BEAM CONTROL PANEL OF THE DESTROYER, USS JOHN W. THOMSON, TO A GROUP OF OFFICER STUDENTS FROM THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, JUNIOR LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA. LT. LINQUIST IS GOING TO OFFICIALLY ASSUME THE THOMSON WHICH IS ASSIGNED TO THE NAVAL SCHOOL FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES.
Official U.S. Navy photograph.

The galley of the U.S. Naval General Line School, Monterey puts out the good old Navy cooks. Shown here in the process of preparing food are some of the ship's cooks.

Official U.S. Navy photograph.

The crew of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Monterey, California is using selected types of food. Food for the navy is planted new.

Official U.S. Navy photograph.

Left to right, Preston C. House, Commissaryman First Class, William J. Furtner, Commissaryman Second Class and Bernard C. Dunn, Seamen Prepare a tasty batch of French fried potatoes at the U.S. Naval School, General Line at Monterey, Calif.

Official U.S. Navy photograph.

The cooks of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Monterey, California are working. Selected types of food are used. Food for the navy is planted new.
Sending and receiving via short wave radio are left to right, A. Perle, Aviation Electrician's Mate First Class of Monterey, A. F. Hoffpauir, Machinist Third Class of Oceanside, Calif., and R. G. Christiansen, Seaman, of Pacific Grove.

Good old Navy coffee is the attraction. Left to right: H. P. Gelt, Seaman Recruit, of Monterey, Richard Cumber, Aviation Machinist's Mate Second Class of Pacific Grove, Jack Hurst, Seaman Third Class of Pacific Grove, G. H. Wilson, Rotary Third Class of Salinas, Bill Sment, Seaman of Monterey and Dick Goose, Aviation Machinist's Mate Second Class of Monterey.

Dismantling a grey marine diesel engine are left to right, Frank Stevens, Machinist First Class of Spreckels, Calif., M. V. Paramore, Engineer's Mate, Third Class of Monterey, Calif., R. H. Prater, Chief Engineer of Monterey, Calif., and Karl Hansen, Engineer, Diesel, First Class of Salinas, California.
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OFFICER STUDENTS OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, BOARD THE U.S.S. GILP TO OBSERVE UNDERSEA OPERATIONS.
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THE USS GILP, A SUBMARINE OF THE U. S. NAVY, STRAITS INTO MONTEREY BAY IN CONNECTION WITH ACTIVITIES OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
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SEAMAN FIRST CLASS THOMAS HAMMOND, OF TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA, INSTRUCTS A CLASS ON AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN ON A DESTROYER, THE USS JOHN W. THOMASON IN MONTEREY BAY. THE STUDENTS ARE OFFICER FROM THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
The front entrance of the internationally known Hotel Del Monte at Monterey in its history before the U.S. Navy acquired it as a naval training school.

Side view of the Hotel Del Monte, Monterey, California, when it functioned as a luxurious playground for the "well-to-do" of the world. It is now serving a very useful purpose as a naval training school for the U.S. Navy.

The famous Hotel Del Monte from entrance before its acquisition by the U.S. Navy for use as a naval training school at Monterey, California.


THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING OF THE U. S. NAVY GENERAL LINE SCHOOL AT MONTECITO, CALIFORNIA. THIS WAS FORMERLY THE MAIN BUILDING OF THE FAMOUS DEL MONTE HOTEL.
VIEW FROM TOWER OF HOTEL DEL MONTE AT MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA SHOWING THE ROYAL PALM GROVE AND VARIOUS COURTS AND THE LAKE IN THE PARK BACKGROUND. THIS WAS TAKEN BEFORE THE NAVAL SERVICE ACQUIRED THE PROPERTY FOR USE AS A NAVAL TRAINING SCHOOL.
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THE PERSONNEL OFFICE, HEADQUARTERS OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
COMMANDER D. H. McDONALD, USN, A NATIVE OF SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS, WAS COMMISSIONED A
LIEUTENANT IN THE U. S. NAVAL RESERVE IN 1941 AND ENTERED THE U. S. NAVY FROM THE
RESERVE IN 1946. COMMANDER McDONALD IS THE CATHOLIC CHAPLAIN AT THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL,
GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.

COMMANDER FRANK F. LINDO, JR., OF ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, GRADUATED FROM THE U. S. NAVAL
ACADEMY IN 1960. HE IS HEAD OF THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL,
GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.

COMMANDER WILLIAM L. HARRON, USN, ENTERED THE U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY IN 1930 AND GRADUATED
IN THE CLASS OF 1930. A NATIVE OF HARRISON, MICHIGAN, HE IS HEAD OF THE ORDNANCE AND
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.

LT. COMDR. GWEN C. FOOTE, USN, OP. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, WAS COMMISSIONED IN 1943.
COMDR. FOOTE IS SCHEDULING OFFICER AND ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER AT THE
U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
Captain Frank T. Watkins, USN, entered the U.S. Naval Academy in 1936 and graduated in the class of 1940. Captain Watkins is the commanding officer of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Monterey, California. He is from Hollywood, California.

Captain Clark E. McClintock, USN, of Buffalo, New York, graduated from the Naval Academy in 1926. Captain McClintock is the executive officer of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Monterey, California.

Captain Robert J. Archer, USN, graduated from the Naval Academy in 1926. He is a native of Spokane, Washington. Captain Archer is the head of the Operational Command Department of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Monterey, California.
AN OFFICER STUDENT OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
AND HIS WIFE RELAX ON THE BANKS OF A PICTURESQUE POOL ON THE FORMER HOTEL
DEL MONTE GROUNDS. IN THE PAST IS SHOWN THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING OF THE NAVAL
SCHOOL.

A GROUP OF NAVIGATING ARE PICTURED WANDERING ON THE SPACIOUS AND BEAUTIFUL GROUNDS
OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, AT MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.

POWELL HALL, SITUATED ON THE GROUNDS OF THE FORMER HOTEL DEL MONTE, IS USED FOR
IN J. S. POWELL, USN, HERO OF WORLD WAR II AND IS BEING USED AS A CLASSROOM
BUILDING FOR THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
COMMANDER HARRY O. MOORE, USN, OF SAVANNAH, GEORGIA, EXPLAINS A MODEL OF A 40-MM ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN TO ATTENDANT OFFICER STUDENTS OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTROSE, CALIFORNIA.
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LIEUTENANT J. F. DIAGITE, USN, OF SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA, INSTRUCTS A CLASS IN GEOMETRY AT THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTROSE, CALIFORNIA.
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MAURICE KERTZER FROM HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY, A CIVILIAN INSTRUCTOR AT THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTROSE, CALIFORNIA, INSTRUCTS A CLASS OF OFFICER STUDENTS IN MATHEMATICS.